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Preparation Launch Delivery Time

Postal 
Service

1. Confirm and maintain recipient address file 
2. Merge document with address file 
3. Generate new file with merged documents

1. Print documents (internally or externally)  
2. Collate documents  
3. Send or Deliver to Post Office

1. Sort for distribution to local Post Office 
2. Postal employee delivers  
3. End user receives copy and files with records  
4. Risk of move/invalid address/Return to Sender

  1 - 2 weeks  

Manual Processes Manual Processes Manual Processes

Bulk  
Email

1. Confirm and maintain recipient email addresses 
2. Merge document with email address file 
3. Export merged file to email service

1. Encrypt and load documents for distribution 
2. Prepare and launch queue

1. End user receives, prints, and files, or  
2. End user receives and files electronically 
3. Risk of SPAM, expired email, no access

  Up to 1 week  

Manual Processes Manual Processes Partially Automated Processes

1. Files created on server from mainframe (or other) 
2. Files distributed and synced with iFileMe

1. Files distributed to iFileMe web portal 
2. Files delivered directly to iFileMe user folders

1. Files received in specific folders in app 
2. Receipt confirmed by app; sender notified

  1 - 2 hours  

Automated Processes Automated Processes Automated Processes

Sender Recipient

Efficient, secure document delivery has been a challenge since humans invented written communication.  For years, the postal service was the only solution, and it’s still heavily relied upon 

today.  However, time and resource-intensive infrastructure (paper, postage, people, and petroleum) make this option increasingly unwieldy, particularly in the on-demand electronic age.  

Email alleviates some of the manual processes used by the postal service, but it’s still not a complete end-to-end automated, secure solution.   

iFileMe, on the other hand, automates every step between the sender’s fingertips and the recipient’s eyes.  This eliminates bottlenecks and manual processes—while reducing time and 

expenses—to provide a reliable, secure channel independent of the constraints limiting other delivery methods. 

THE  LOGISTICS  OF  DOCUMENT  DELIVERY
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